
    

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Margaret Robinson, March 5th 

• Tyrone Barthelemy, March 19th  

• Eugene Carter, Jr, March 23rd   

• Adrienne Rogers March 25th 

 

Jerome & Gelanda Riddick, March 5th 
 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS    
• WNFTM  March 23, 2022 

• Gospel Meeting April 24th-28th, 2022 

 



    

Church Growth: By the Gospel or By 
Gimmicks?” 

On the first Pentecost following the resurrection of the Lord, the church of 
Christ exploded into existence. Under the supernatural influence of the Holy 

Spirit, the apostles, for the very first time, proclaimed the full facts of the 

gospel message—namely, that Jesus of Nazareth had been crucified and 

buried, but that he had been raised from the dead and was now in heaven. 

When the Jews who were assembled on that auspicious occasion heard these 

glad tidings, they exclaimed: “What shall we do?”, expressing an interest in 

obtaining pardon for their complicity in the death of the Messiah. The 

inspired response was: “Repent and be baptized, everyone of you, in the name 

of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins; and you shall receive the gift 

of the Holy Spirit” (Acts 2:38). 

We are subsequently informed that those who happily embraced the apostolic 

message were immersed, and “there were added in that day about three 

thousand souls” (2:41). Since the Greek text is a bit ambiguous here, it cannot 

be affirmed absolutely that the entire 3,000 were immersed that day. It is 

possible that this total included those who had been baptized earlier by John 

the Baptist and the Lord’s disciples (cf. Mt. 3:5; Mk.1:4; Jn 4:1-2). 

Be that as it may, the church was off to a roaring start. In fact, the body of the 

saved grew “day by day” (2:47). Within a very short time, the number of men 

alone was about 5,000 (Acts 4:4). It is a thrilling exercise to trace the amazing 

growth of the primitive church as that expansion is revealed in the book of 

Acts. It has been estimated that by the end of the second century A.D., those 

who professed Christianity in the Roman empire numbered some 60 million 

souls (Hurlbut, 68). See also, The Origin of Christianity. Whether many of 

these were genuine Christians might be questioned. Nevertheless, it is beyond 

dispute that the early church experienced a phenomenal growth. As one 

reflects upon the rapid spread of the gospel in the apostolic era and compares 

that excitement with the almost snail-like pace of the current church (at least 

as it is in America), one is bound to wonder: “What are we doing wrong?” 

“Why isn’t Christianity growing today as it did in the 1st century?” We 

fervently long to see the church dramatically expand today. What on earth 

can we do to remedy this situation?    Comtinued……. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNDAY SERVICES 

Morning Bible Class         9:00 AM                                                                                                                                                                                            
Morning Worship            10:00 AM 
Evening Worship             6:00 PM  
 

MID-WEEK SERVICES 

Tuesday Ladies Class       10:00 AM 
Wednesday Bible Study  7:00 PM 
 

ELDERS 

Wes Arabie           (504) 858-2881 
Howard Goodale            (504) 319-3572 
Steve Tucker                   (504) 812-2617 
 

DEACONS 

Tyrone Barthelemy        (504) 610-8449 
Jerome Riddick               (504) 390-0514  
 

EVANGELISTS  

Anthony Dismuke          (757) 915-3321 
Wes Arabie                     (504) 858-2881 
  

SECRETARY 

Jennifer Barthelemy     (504) 417-5667  
 

BENEVOLENCE 

Childhaven of Cullman, AL 
 

MEDIA 

Gospel Broadcasting Network 

Good News Today 
In Search of the Lord’s Way   
 

MISSION 

Guam: Joey & Tammy Treat 
jtntreat@yahoo.com 
  

Hungary: Curry Montague 
Curry.monta@gmail.com 
 

India: Ron & Karen Clayton 
rcindia@sonet.net 
 

PREACHER TRAINING  

Memphis School of Preaching 

 
 

 

 

March 20, 2022  
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It is at this point that a certain disposition develops in some—that almost borders on panic. We are so desperate to 

see the church move forward with great momentum that we become vulnerable to high pressure tactics and bizarre 

methods of evangelism; methods that actually do not effect genuine church growth. They are, in fact, harmful. 

Ultimately they leave us disillusioned and in a state of disarray. Perhaps it would not be inappropriate to illustrate 

this point with a couple of current examples. 

Modern Examples of Church Growth Gimmickry 

Several years ago, a number of congregations that sensed a greater need for evangelistic fervor became enchanted 

with a fad commonly known as the “Crossroads Movement.” Without going into detail (there is much good 

literature available which analyzes the system), it is sufficient to note that this movement boasted of a tremendous 

number of conversions, which naturally made it appealing.What many failed to recognize, however, was that this 

concept was a humanly devised bondage system of regimented church growth which robbed its devotees of both 

personal and evangelistic liberty in a number of ways. In many respects it was similar to the Watchtower system in 

its methodology. Its destructive thrust is clearly revealed in the fruit it has produced—scores of churches were left in 

a state of shambles! This is a terrible price to pay for misguided zeal. Another ideology in vogue these days is the 

“ministering-to-the-whole-man” concept. It is really the subtle notion that the gospel is not intriguing enough to 

capture the honest person’s attention. We need more—some new angle—to elicit public interest. Hence, some 

churches are implementing multifaceted programs which provide a variety of community services. One can read of 

churches offering aerobic exercise classes, weight-loss clinics, art sessions, community movies, sports activities, odd 

entertainment, such as “Quack, quack” theology, etc. Such programs are designed to serve as “bait” for the gospel. 

There are two observations that can be made concerning such matters. First, there is not the remotest indication that 

the original disciples, under the leadership of inspired teachers, resorted to this type of gimmickry in an attempt to 

facilitate the spread of Christ’s message. 

Second, it has become painfully apparent that the “gospel” these groups are preaching is but a thin veneer of solid 

truth. Considerable sound doctrine has been filtered out, and a new denomination is being evolved. Some of these 

brethren obviously mean well, but their biblical ignorance is rendering a great disservice to the cause of Christ. 

What Is the Solution to Church Growth? 

What, then, is the solution to our growth problems? There is, of course, no single, simple answer. We believe, 

however, that the matter can be partially addressed as follows. 

First, there is certainly no denying the fact that we have fallen far short of the “evangelistic zeal” that we should 

have. As a general rule, there is precious little emphasis upon “learning and teaching” the Word of God. Many 

Christians are not even slightly burdened about proclaiming the saving word—either at home or abroad. We “clock 

in” and “clock out” on the Lord’s day, and our religion is mostly on the shelf at other times. We are not kindly 

militant in challenging the errors (pagan or sectarian) of those around us. We have snuggled down with a 

comfortable Christianity. We absolutely must work more diligently to correct this evil in the kingdom of Christ. We 

must rekindle a passion for the lost! 

Second, the idea has been advocated in some sectors that God will not hold accountable those who are never 

exposed to the gospel. Allegedly, they will be judged simply by whatever “light” they possess. It hardly seems 

necessary to observe that such a concept is totally at variance with the New Testament, and it can do nothing but 

retard church growth. Nevertheless, it has made an impact upon the thinking of some. 

Third, a disposition that is sympathetic to sectarianism has invaded the mentality of many church members in recent 

years. Some are just not sure whether people outside the church are lost or not—provided they are at least nominally 

“religious.” The notion that “there are Christians in all churches” has become rather common due to the influence of 

several leading preachers. When this type of attitude sets in, the spirit of evangelism dies. 

We would not, therefore, excuse the apathy of the modern church. We can do better at winning those who are 

estranged from the Creator; and we must! 

That aside, however, we absolutely must recognize that there will never be another Pentecost! We should be aware 

of the fact that the unique conditions which existed at the time of the church’s birth will never be duplicated. It is 

highly unlikely that the body of Christ will ever again experience the rapid growth rate which the early Christians 

witnessed. This is not resigned fatalism; it is informed realism. Please consider the following factors. 

The Explosion of First Century Church Growth 

God’s system of redemption, so gloriously made manifest on the day of Pentecost, had been in the planning since 

the dawn of creation. With Genesis, the protevangelium (first gospel) [cf. 3:15] was announced. Thereafter, by 

means of Jehovah’s direct activity, providential intervention, gradually unfolding revelation (prophecy, typology), 

etc., the world was carefully cultivated for the coming of the Savior. Paul notes that “when the fulness of time came, 

God sent forth his Son” (Gal. 4:4). That suggests there was a precise chronology designed to insure the successful 

inauguration of the Christian movement. 

Jesus acknowledged the divine schedule of events by His frequent references to “mine hour is not yet come” (Jn. 

2:4; etc.), and similar expressions. The point is, there was never a time in the history of the world when humanity 

was as ripe for the gospel harvest as that era into which the church was born. Those exact ideal conditions simply do 

not exist today. Second, the church came forth in an age of the supernatural. Surely it will be conceded that the 

miracles of the first century, which attracted vast multitudes, created more immediate and dramatic interest than the 

written Word does today. This is not to minimize the power of the Scriptures in any way; it does, though, recognize 



    

the nature of human beings. Third, it should be noted that the gospel’s reception can greatly vary from time to time, 

and from place to place, depending upon societal conditions. For instance, there is clearly a greater inclination to 

accept religious values when times are “hard” as opposed to economically prosperous periods. 

This is repeatedly illustrated in the history of Israel. In eras of great ease, the people waxed fat and ignored God. In 

times of rigor, the tendency was to look upward for divine assistance. This has been illustrated even in our own 

nation. The church probably grew more vigorously back in the depression era of the 1930s than at any time since. 

Too, even today, reception of the gospel seems to be much more accelerated in countries like India and Africa than 

in wealthy America. Social and economic factors can either facilitate or hinder the acceptance of the gospel. There is 

a contrast between the generally impoverished first century Mediterranean world, and the sleek, sassy environment 

of modern America.What then are we saying? Merely this—let us be evangelistically militant, but let us also be 

realistic. Let us have confidence in the power of the Word, hence, sow the seed as richly and abundantly as we are 

able. But let us remember that, “God gives the increase” (1 Cor.3:7). Let us not become so frustrated (because we 

are not getting sensational results) that we resort to cheap techniques which do nothing but detract from the pristine 

beauty of the gospel message. 

News & Notes 

• Elder of the Month is Steve Tucker.  

• for the month of March is now available. Please secure 

a copy located on the back tables.  

• flyers are now available (see back table).  

• Let us all do our best to practice social distancing & use proper safety 

measurements, to keep us all safe.   

• Chalmette Church of Christ will resume their annual Men’s Breakfast Saturday, 

March 26, 2022 @ 8:00 AM. A flyer is posted on the bulletin board in the foyer.  

• Chalmette Church of Christ is hosting their Spring Gospel Meeting April, 3rd- 7th 

with Brother Tony Pulliam who works with the Bolivar Peninsula Church of 

Christ in Crystal Beach, Texas. A flyer is posted on the bulletin board.  

 

 

 

Prayer List 
 

•  Takesha Ford, Raven Dismuke, Norma Martinez, LeBlanc Family, Yahmaine Z. Ford, 

Don and Margaret Robinson, Martha Clark, Joey Treat Family, Ruby Sims, Ewlene Harris, 

Trish Joseph, Debbie Lawless, Martha Ruddy 

• Lorenzo Wright had kidney stones removed last week. Please remember him in prayer.  

• Roland Keith’s sister, Jeannie, is having arm surgery. Please keep her in prayer. 

• David Carter, a preacher in Mississippi, is in the ICU in Slidell with COVID. Remember 

him in prayer.   

 

Any prayer requests or announcements that need to be made, please give to Jennifer or Anthony 

before Thursday. 
 


